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'Gay Marriage' lawsuit leaves them 
no choice; they are not impartial 
jurists. p. 10 

Massachusetts Libraries 
Continue Bad Sex Advice 
to Children 
Still promoting anonymous sex site 
from Chicago. p. 16 
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News Andy- 1 Struggle Over Cellucci Was Historic 
1 Politicians in Washington and Boston Trv to Understand Its Irnolieations 

Globe Shielding Chief Justice 
Marshall 

A firewall is being placed around 
Chief Justice Margaret Marshall by the 
Boston Globe because of the "gay 
maniage" case. She's in serious trou- 
ble because she has already ind i ted  
that she favors the suit. 

The Globe is protecting her because 
her husband is the chief political writer 
for the New York limes which owns the 
Globe.  heref fore, the Globe planted a. 
story on April 19 about whether Atty. 
Gen. Tom Reilly should represent the 
Commonwealth in the case inasmuch 
as he has backed homosexual rneas- 
ures publicly in the last two years. If the 
Globe can get the discussion centering 
around Reilly, they can avoid any men- 
tion of Marshall. 

It is Justice ~arshall (and Chief Jus- 
tice Suzanne DeNecchio of the Supe- 
rior Court where the case will be heard) 
about whom citizens are concerned. It 
is Marshall and other judges who will 
be imposing their will upon unsuspect- 

April 5. 
The President 

that the people of 
care, ~assionatelv. 

had discovered 
' the country do 

- about what is 
being taught to their children about 
homosexuality. 

Many wonder if Bush was ever 
informed by his staff of the full 
extent of the/ unhappiness accross 
the entire nation because of the 
Cellucci appointment. They ques- 
tion whether his chief of staff, 

Senators Kerry (left) and Kennedy (right) tried to smooth over Paul 
Cellucci's problems in Washington, but it took a personal call from 
the President before his nomination was approved. 

Andy Card, ever told him of the 
enormous uproar from family 
groups both here and in Canada. 

This nomination is seen as a piv- 
otal point about whether this 
President understands - as his father 
and Bob Dole did not - that he can- 
not be discowtebus and ignore, so 

many people who are the base of his 
power. 

Alan Keyes wrote an 1800-word 
piece as the event was in its final 
stages that, "Cellucci's presence in 
the Bush administration [will be] 
an ongoing rebuke to any moral 
conservatives who 'just happen to 

people in place yet because of the 
delays he encountered as a result of 
the Florida debacle. I hope that the 
lack of adequate staff explains his 
problems last week." 

Senators Were Perplexed 
It was apparent to most 

observers that the U.S. Senate was 
totally perplexed by what was hap- 
pening. They could notbelieve that 

continued on page 21 

ing citizens, not the Attomey General. !!&ews Andy~& 
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I Fistgate Is Repeated With Plastic Gloves for Fisting 
continued from page I 
program booklet this year lacked 
the endorsement it had last year 
from Mass. Department of 
Education Commissioner David P. 
Driscoll. Still, GLSEN tried to give 
the conference the appearance of 
official sanction by including wel- 
coming messages from two homo- 
sexual legislators - Congressman 
Bamey Frank and State Senator 
Cheryl Jacques. 

The fallout from last year's 
conference inspired one workshop 
this year titled: "A Look At Last 
Year's Setbacks In MA, What We 
have Learned and How We Can 
Move Forward." 

t This year's final performance 
was substantially cleaned up. Gone 
were the crude jokes and sexual 
innuendo. The play, which was 
about "homophobia," consisted 
entirely of professional adult actors 
rather than children. 

Security Was High 
Conference Coordinators Adam 

Glick and McCray stated that the 
press wasn't allowed into the work- 
shops when they and the campus 
police forced this reporter to leave. 
When asked why, they said it makes 
the participants uncomfortable. 
When asked what it was that would 
make the participants uncomfort- 
able, they did not answer. 

At the start of the day when I 
reported to the press registration 
desk, I was given a press kit and a 
sticker by a teenager and told no 
cameras or recording equipment 
were allowed. I was not even asked 
to register. I wasn't told the work- 
shops yere restricted. When I . . 
--€a- 

cy." It continued that "backsliding" 
is now evident in areas such as par- 
ent notiiication policy, teacher certi- 
fication standards, students rights 
regulations, and HIVIAIDS param- 
eters. The workshop aimed to 
explore strategic responses to such 
"challenges." 

It is interesting to note that the 
presenters of this particular work- 
shop planned to mention 
Massachusetts News' role in "set- 
ting back" the gay agenda in the 
schools. They had issues of the 
paper on hand in the classroom. It 
was to this particular workshop that 
MassNews was refused entrance. 

Taxpayer Funded 
When asked if any of this was 

taxpayer funded, Glick said no pub- 
lic funds were used for the event. He 
said it was paid for entirely by dona- 
tions and registration fees. There are 
many obvious questions about the 
funding including Glick's salary, but 
Glick would not answer them. The 
student participants were obviously 
requited through the public schools 
and their teachers. The shroud of 
secrecy aroused suspicion. 

Glick said no professional devel- 
opment points would be awarded to 
teachers for attending because there 
weren't enough hours. However, 
GLSEN provided a yellow certifi- 
cate of completion which says the 
teacher participated in professional 
development activities for 6.0 
hours. 

Keynote Speaker 
Promotes Sexual Activity 

The keynote speaker in the 

Planned Parenthood Distributes Kits for Fisting 
' - Planned Parenthood of Massachusetts distrib- increase the chances of spreading STD's orally 
' uted kits for fisting and oral sex. They contained a like syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamydia, IW, human 
single plastic glove, a package of K-Y lubricant papilloma virus and hepatitis B. 
and instructions on how to make a "dental dam" A further sampling of literature available to the 
out of the material. children included a brochure titled "Be Yourself," 

The instructions explained how to cut up the published by the activist group, PFLAG. It pur- 
glove with scissors until all that remains is a rub- ported to answer questions for "gay, lesbian and 
ber rectangle with the "thumb" portion protruding bisexual youth." It states, "Most people have some 
from the middle. "Use the thumb space for your attraction to the same sex during their lives," cit- 
tongue," say the directions. ing the discredited Dr. Alfred Kinsey as its source. 

The label on the ziplocked package says, "pro- It also stated: "Being gay is as natural, normal and 
tects against STD's," and bears the Planned healthy as being straight." 
Parenthood logo and phone number. A pamphlet put out by the left-wing "Political 

GLSEN (Gay Lesbian and Straight Education Research Associates," titled 'The 'Ex' Files," hys- 
Network) got into trouble last year for hosting a terically brands the ex-gay movement, "A New 
workshop that gave young teens explicit how-to Threat to Democracy and Diversity." The 
instructions on homosexual sex practices such as brochure offers information on how to "chal- 
"fisting." The ensuing scandal was subsequently lenge" those who say they are psychologically or 
dubbed 'Fistgate." spiritually healed of the homosexuality disorder, 

Regarding "deny dams,'' Dr. John Diggs, a or who no longer choose to practice homosexual 
specialist in internal medicine who lectures about sex." 
STDs, said that the kits create a false sense of Several issues of a magazine called "Radical 
security. "I've written a brochure about this whole Teacher" were also available at an information 
thing," he said. "The way I describe it is, I ask table. A small sign on the table announced: 
'How many people want to take a bite of a sand- "Coming May 2001, K-12 Radical Methods." 
wich without taking the wrapper off?' 'How many A perusal of one particular gay-themed issue of 
people want to suck on balloons?' Nobody does." "Radical Teacher" revealed articles titled, 

Diggs said when you encourage kids to use "Strange Bedfellows. Thoughts on the Bans 
such a barrier by saying it is "safe," then when it Against Faculty-Student Sexual Relations and 
comes time for them to use it, they find they don't How They Can Hurt Us," and "Teaching Outside 
like it and throw it aside. Because they are already the Curriculum: Guerilla Sex Education and the 
in an aroused condition they continue on and Public Schools." 

Workshops 
Some workshop titles at Fistgate I1 were: 

"Addressing GLBT [Gay, Lesbian, BI-Sexual, Transgender] issues in Pre-Schools, Daycare and 
Kindergartens: A Networking Summit and a Chance to Share Experiences." 

"Gay Rights 101, Incorporating the Basics of the Gay Rights Movement Into Your U.S. History 
Curriculum." 



I .--way Klgnts IUI ,  ~ncorporatlng tne bastes or me cray Klgnts Movement Into  our worla nisrnry e x p i h a  this'to ~ G c k ,  I was told and h& writer of the f~ show I 
that even, 1 registered as the "Dawwn's wk," &g Balmti. i Currifculum." 
I could only have access to the dis- Berlanti was obviously there to "From Lesbos to Stonewall: Including the History of GLBT Individuals in a HS or Middle School 

play tables, lunch, and the perform- inspire the kids as a young, success- 
World History Cumculum." 

ance and awards ceremony. ful gay role model. It soon became 'b "Incorporating GLBT Inclusive Literature in the High School English Cumculum." 

The description of the workshop, apparent during his speech that his "Using the Arts to Express and Ex~lore GLBT Issues In Your School." 

"Last Year's Setback," said in part, success hinged not on his talent, but "Homophobia in School Athletics.' 

"over the past Year, one of the because he pushed to include homo- 
nation's most successful safe sexuality in his work, which was Berlanti's "work!' said to the other, "You're so out, so his father he is homosexual. The 
schools p r o m  for GLBT youth ' rewarded by those who control the One clip showed two male base- fun." They then kissed passionately. father would not accept it, and the 
has been beset by attacks from reac- levers of popular culture. ball players flirting on the ball field. After that, they went off to dance scene ended with the father getting 
t i o w  forces both inside and out- The approximately 400 kids Another showed two young men together. Another clip showed an thrown out of the house by the son as 
side the public education bureaucra- were treated to short film clips of meeting at a dance. One of the men emotional scene where a boy told though the father had a problem. @J 

Fistgate II Almost Canceled Because of Fallout 
Department of Education Employee Still Seeks 'Explicit Education' . 

By Ed Oliver 
Massachusetts News has 

learned that GLSEN had a lot of 
trouble finding a site this year for 
its Fistgate Il conference. 

It appears as though Tufts 
University forced the homosexual 
activists at GLSEN to make some 
changes as a condition for allowing 
them to use a college building. 

Among the changes was a ban 
on sexually explicit workshops as 
well as demonstrations at exhibition 
tables. This may be the reason there 
were only half-as many exhibitors at 
the conf-ce this year. 

But despite the new policy, 
Planned Parenthood of 
Massachusetts distributed free 
'Yisting/oral sex kits" for young- 
sters to take home. 

In a revealing letter written short- 
ly before the conference, an official 
from the state's Department of 
Education, Kim Westheimer, 
seemed disappointed about 
GLSEN's new policy barring 
explicit sex insmaion. 

In the March 20, 2001 letter, 
Westheimer, who works for the 
DOE'S "Safe Schools Program 
for Gay and Lesbian Students" 

A picket stands outside the building at 'Mts where Fistgate was 
repeated this year. 

wrote, "[Ulp until the last minute 
it looked like GLSEN wasn't 
going to have a conference at all. 
Sites they tried to obtain were 
unwilling to host the conference 
fearing negative publicity because 
of what happened last year. 

"It might be possible that the 

only way GLSEN could host the 
conference at lbfts was to agree 
to stipulations about materials. I 
wouldn't want to make any 
assumptions about GLSEN's 
actions without asking organizers 
what went into their decision- 
making. People may agree or dis- 

agree with the decision to have 
the conference without providing 
explicit AIDSWIV education. 
But to cancel the conference 
would have also sent a negative 
message to young people." 

The Department of Education 
employee continued, "Our chal- 
lenge as a community is to 6nd 
ways for explicit education to 
take place as well." 

The Westheimer language 
which supports "explicit" sex 
education belies the DOE'S offi- 
cial distancing from what went on 
last year at Fistgate. Interestingly, 
at the particular workshop last 
year which was tape-recorded by 
the Parents' Rights Coalition 
(PRC) and where kids were given 
explicit homosexual instruction 
on fisting and other sexual prac- 
tices, 55 minutes passed before 
there was any mention of 
AIDSMW. 

Westheimer wrote, "When 
PRC launched their campaign 
against GLBT youth last year, 
GLSEN Boston and Wallace 
Bachman in particular were 
among the few organizations or 
individuals who spoke up pub- 

licly against PRC, against DOE 
firing, and in support of providing 
AIDS/HIV and sexuality educa- 
tion for GLBT youth. Not many 
organizations spoke out in sup- 
port of GLSEN or the DOE 
employees who conducted the 
workshop." 

TWO DOE employees were 
fired last year for teaching chil- 
dren how to perform dangerous 
homosexual sex acts such as,'%st- 
ing." The letter from Westheimer 
supports the contention of fired 
employee Margot Abels, who is 
suing the Department of 
Education, that she had the sup- 
port of the DOE in what she 
taught the kids and she was made 
a scapegoat. 

At least one exhibitor stayed 
away from this year's conference 
because of the new GLSEN poli- 
cy. In a March 16 letter to 
GLSEN, Rob Woronoff, the 
Director of GLBT Services and 
Peer Programs for "The Home for 
Little Wanderers," explained why 
his group declined GLSEN's invi- 
tation to set up a display this year. 
His letter shows that both GLSEN 

continued on page 25 
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Not the Only Transgression of Margaret Marshall - - 
The above violations of judicial conduct are not the only trans- 

gressions of Chief Justice Margaret Marshall. 
An avowed feminist, she believes there must be controversy 

between the sexes. When addressing a group of women at the 
"Women 2000" conference in Worcester last fall, she said their goal 
must be to elect "women and those who are interested in the interests 
of women" if they are going to get the society they want. 

She also noted that the Democrats, and not the Republicans, are their 
friends. She told the women in Worcester that four of the seven justices 
then serving on the SJC were women and she quickly added, 'Thee of 
the women were appointed by Republican governors. I think it means 
that women have faced enormous obstacles, but they have also been 
supported in different degrees from all kinds of places, expected and 
unexpected." She obviously did not believe that Republicans could be 
nice to women. 

This Chief Justice was outspoken in her belief in abortion and gun 
Margaret Matshall is seen on November 1,1999, during her first 

control. She noted that until the sixties, there hadn't been a lot of 
day as Chief Justice on the state's highest court. Justice Ruth 

notice of the courts by the citizens. Then, she stated, "Partly through Abrams is at left 

certain decisions, like ~ m w n  v. Board of Education, like Roe v. Wade, 
like the school gun cases," the citizens came to appreciate the impor- She did not xhon i sh  everyone that the reason for voting was to 
tance of the Court. She emphasized that the President can only nom- help their country. She advised the women attendees that "the gender 

inate, subject to approval by the Senate. We have to elect people to the revol~tion" will continue only if Women ''exercise your right to Vote 

Senate who will act as we want, she said. "This is the hard work of at every o ~ ~ o r t u n i t ~  that You have." 

democracy. You can't look at it and say, 'This president is going to put This Person is obviousl~ not an impartial Judge who considers a 

that judge on"' and give us what we want. Therefore, she advised all case carefully before she makes a decision. She is a political animal 

the women present to consider their votes for senator most carefully. who already has her agendas- 

What Should Gov. Swift Do About Fistgate? 
What should Gov. Swift do about Fistgates I and II? 
Is there anythmg the Governor can do to satisfy those pesty, concerned 

parents who threatened Paul Cellucci's appointment to Canada? 
It's very simple. All she has to do is to stop the "indoctrination" of chil- 

dren and begin "teaching" them. We all know what the difference is. 
If the Governor believes that homosexuality is a subject that must be 

taught in every school in the state, she should be sure that all the different 
sides are being presented to the children. She could show her good faith 
by doing the following. 

Hire medical doctors (probably on a part-time basis) to teach the risks 
of homosexuality to the students at every school. 

Hire former homosexuals who are now heterosexual and who believe 
that homosexuals can and do change. The Governor may not agree with 
them, but how can she deny their existence? 

Get the famous psychiatrist, Dr. Robert Spitzer, who spearheaded the 
fight in 1973 to remove homosexuality from the list of mental disorders of 

the American Psychiatric Association. Have him come from New York 
and talk to Massachusetts teachers about his new findings that homosex- 
uals can change. 

Require gaytstraight alliances to teach all sides of the subject. 
Since most conservatives are also l ibehans ,  one must wonder 

whether the WeldICellucci approach of making this a subject of state con- 
trol is appropriate. The best answer is to give control back to the parents 
where it belongs. However, inasmuch as the State has taken control, the 
Governor is requkd to show good faith by making it a real learning expe- 
rience. 

The lessons of Fistgates I and 11 appear to be that the homosexual 
activists who are in charge have betrayed our trust by not teaching about 
"safety" and "suicide" and have, instead, turned this into a graphic sexual 
introduction for vulnerable teenagers. 

They may not be hurting your child directly as far as you can see, but 
it is certainly damaging our society. If only our new Governor realizes that. 

the quality of subscriber services 
should be made to the editorial 
offices. 
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